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This paper considers the stability radius of time-varying systems with respect to
linear dynamical perturbations. A formula for the stability radius in terms of the
norm of a certain inputoutput operator is developed. Further it is shown that the
real and complex stability radius coincide.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with time-varying systems of the form
x* (t)=A(t) x(t), t0
(1)
x(0)=x0 ,
where A # Lloc (0,  ; K
n_n), K # [R, C], generates an exponentially stable
evolution operator 8=[8(t, s)]t, s0 , i.e., there exists constants M1 and
|>0 such that
&8(t, s)&Kn_nMe&|(t&s), ts0.
We suppose that the system (1) is subjected to additive structured pertur-
bations of the form
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+B(t) P(C( } ) x( } ))(t), t0,
(2)
x(0)=x0 ,
where B(t) and C(t) are given scaling matrices defining the structure of the
perturbation and P is an unknown disturbance.
In applications it is natural to ask what is the largest bound r>0 such
that stability is preserved for all perturbations P of norm strictly less than
r in a given normed perturbation set. This largest bound is called the
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stability radius. The idea of a stability radius was introduced by Hinrichsen
and Pritchard [HP86b], [HP86a] for time-invariant systems. Note, that
for a fixed stable nominal system the stability radius can depend on the
normed set of perturbations and on the notion of stability. For time-
invariant systems there are formulas available for the stability radius with
respect to different classes of perturbations [HP90], [HP92], [QBR+93].
For example, in Hinrichsen and Pritchard [HP92] it is shown that the
stability radius of a time-invariant system (i.e., A(t)#A, B(t)#B and
C(t)#C) with respect to dynamical perturbations equals
&L&&1,
where L # L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)) is given by
(Lu)(t)=C |
t
0
eA(t&\)Bu(\) d\, t0, u # Lp(0,  ; Km).
Moreover, in [HP92] it is proved that with respect to dynamical perturba-
tions the real stability radius coincide with the complex stability radius.
The purpose of the present paper is to extend this result to time-varying
systems.
In Hinrichsen, Ilchmann and Pritchard [HIP89] the concept of stability
radii were introduced for time-varying systems. In this paper it is shown
that for memoryless linear perturbations, i.e. [P( y)](t) :=2(t) y(t), 2 #
L(0,  ; Km_q), the stability radius is larger or equal to
sup
t00
% be a Bohl transformation
&L%t0 &
&1
L(Lp(t0,  ; K
m), Lp(t0,  ; K
q)) . (3)
where (L%t0 u)(t) :=%(t) C(t) 
t
t0
8(t, \) %&1(\) B(\) u(\) d\. However, it is
still an open question whether in this situation (3) equals the stability
radius or not. Amato, Pironti and Scala [APS95] have shown that (3)
equals the stability radius by changing the notion of stability from
exponential stability to quadratic stability. Note, that quadratic stability
implies exponential stability [APS95]. Hinrichsen and Pritchard [HP91]
extend the result of [HIP89] to multi-perturbations (linear as well as non-
linear) and the scaling matrices are allowed to be unbounded in time.
In this paper we will consider linear, dynamical, causal perturbations P.
The importance of the set of linear, dynamical, causal perturbations lies in
the fact, that it contains all perturbations given by a time-varying linear
system. In this situation we will prove that the stability radius equals
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sup
t00
{&Lt0 &&1L(Lp(t0,  ; Km), Lp(t0,  ; Kq)) | (Lt0 u)(t)
:=C(t) |
t
t0
8(t, \) B(\) u(\) d\= . (4)
Note, that considering dynamical perturbations, we do not need Bohl
transformations in order to describe the stability radius and we even get a
formula and not only a lower bound. Additionally, we get that the real
and complex stability radius coincide. Some of the results presented here
have already been reported, for a stronger notion of stability and for a
different class of systems, see Jacob [Jac96], [Jac95]. However, the for-
mula presented in this paper is new since the notion of stability used in
[Jac96], [Jac95] is much stronger than the notion of stability used in this
paper. Thus in [Jac96], [Jac95] it is much easier to find destabilizing
perturbations.
We proceed as follows. After introducing in Section 2 some notations, in
Section 3 we will define the stability radius for time-varying systems with
respect to dynamical perturbations. In Section 4 we will obtain the formula
for the stability radius. It is not hard to prove that the stability radius is
larger or equal to (4). The complicated part is to show that there exist
destabilizing perturbations with norm close to (4). In order to show this we
will follow an idea of Shamma and Zhao [SZ93] and we will approximate
the operator L0 by causal operators of finite memory. As a corollary it
follows immediately that the complex stability radius coincide with the real
stability radius.
2. NOTATIONS
Let K # [R, C], let X, Y be finite dimensional vector spaces and let
t00. For every 1p< we denote by Lp(s, t ; X ) the space of
measurable functions f with & f &p :=(ts & f (\)& p d\)1p< and by
L(s, t ; X ) the space of measurable and essential bounded functions f with
& f & :=ess sup\ # [s, t] & f (\)&, where 0s<t. We are also interested
in the space Llocp (t0 ,  ; X ) resp. L
loc
 (t0 ,  ; X), 1p, which contains
all functions f with the property f # Lp(s, t ; X) resp. L(s, t ; X ) for every
t0s<t<. For k0 the operator of truncation ?k at k on Lp(0,  ; X )
is defined by
?k(u)(t) :={u(t),0,
t # [0, k],
t>k.
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By L(Lp(t0 ,  ; X), Lp(t0 ,  ; Y )) we denote the Banach space of linear,
bounded operators P from Lp(t0 ,  ; X) to Lp(t0 ,  ; Y), equipped with
the norm
&P& := sup
x # Lp(t0 ,  ; X )
&x&=1
&Px&Lp(t0 ,  ; Y ) .
We call an operator P # L(Lp(0,  ; X ), Lp(0,  ; Y )) causal, if
?tP?t=?tP for every t0.
A causal operator P # L(Lp(0, ; X), Lp(0, ; Y)) can be easily extended to
an linear operator P : Llocp (0, ; X )  L
loc
p (0, ; Y ) by the definition
(P x)(t)=[P(?t x)](t), x # Llocp (0,  ; X ), t0.
In the following we will denote the extension P again by P. For {0, S{
will denote the operator of right shift by { on Lp(0,  ; Kn).
3. THE STABILITY RADII
We consider a nominal system of the form
x* (t)=A(t) x(t), t0,
(5)
x(0)=x0 ,
where A # Lloc (0,  ; K
n_n) generates an exponentially stable evolution
operator 8=[8(t, s)]t, s0. The system (5) is subjected to additive struc-
tured perturbations, so that the perturbed system is given by
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+B(t) P(C( } ) x( } ))(t), t0,
(6)
x(0)=x0 ,
where P # L(Lp(0, ; Kq), Lp(0, ; Km)), P causal, is an unknown dynam-
ical disturbance operator, and B # L(0,  ; Kn_m) and C # L(0, ; Kq_n)
are given scaling matrices defining the structure of the perturbation. Formally,
(6) may be interpreted as a closed loop system obtained by applying the
dynamical feedback
u(t)=P( y)(t), t0
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to the time-varying linear system
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+B(t) u(t), t0,
y(t)=C(t) x(t).
We say the triple (A, B, C) forms a time-varying system, if
A # Lloc (0,  ; K
n_n), B # L(0,  ; Kn_m) and C # L(0,  ; Kq_n),
where A generates an exponentially stable evolution operator 8.
Definition 3.1. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system and P #
L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal. Then we say that system (6)
admits for t00 and x0 # Kn a mild solution, if there exists a function
x # Llocp (t0 ,  ; K
n) satisfying
x(t)=8(t, t0) x0+|
t
t0
8(t, \) B(\) P([Cx]t0)(\) d\, t0, (7)
where
[Cx]t0(t) :={0,C(t) x(t),
t # [0, t0)
t # [t0 , )
.
Note, that by causality P([Cx]t0)(t) depends only on C( } ) x( } ) | [t0, t] for
every tt0 .
Proposition 3.2. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system and P #
L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal. Then the differential equation
(6) admits for every t00 and every x0 # Kn a unique, continuous mild solution
x( } ; t0 , x0) : [t0 , )  Kn.
Proof. Follows immediately from [Jac96, Theorem 3.2.3]. K
Throughout in this article we will denote by x( } ; t0 , x0), t00 and
x0 # Kn, the unique mild solution of differential equation (6). It is easy to
see that for 0t0t1t and x0 # Kn we have
x(t ; t0 , x0)=8(t, t1) x(t1 ; t0 , x0)
+|
t
t1
8(t, \) B(\) P[?t1(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))]t0 (\) d\
+|
t
t1
8(t, \) B(\) P([(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))]t1)(\) d\. (8)
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Moreover, it is convenient to define x(t ; t0 , x0)=0 if t # [0, t0). By this
definition we have C(t) x(t ; t0 , x0)=[C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)]t0 (t) for all t0.
With any time-varying system (A, B, C) we associate two parametrized
operator families (Lt0)t00 and (Mt0)t00 , defined by
(Lt0 u)(t) :=C(t) |
t
t0
8(t, \) B(\) u(\) d\, tt00, u # Lp(t0 ,  ; Km),
(Mt0 u)(t) :=|
t
t0
8(t, \) B(\) u(\) d\, tt00, u # Lp(t0 ,  ; Km).
Due to the definition of a time-varying system, for every time-varying
system (A, B, C) there exist constants M1 , M20 such that
v Lt0 # L(Lp(t0 ,  ; K
m), Lp(t0 ,  ; Kq)), t00,
v Mt0 # L(Lp(t0 ,  ; K
m), Lp(t0 ,  ; Kn)), t00,
v &(Msu)(t)&M1 &u&Lp(s, t ; Km), ts0, u # Lp(s, t ; K
m),
v &C( } ) 8( } , s) x&Lp(t0,  ; Kq)M2 &x&, s0, x # K
n,
v &Ls &&Ls$& and &Ms&&Ms$&, ss$0,
v &Lt0 &=&L0St0 &, t00.
Defining dL (s, t) :=&Ls&L(Lp(s, t ; Km), Lp(s, t ; Kq)) , ts0, we get the follow-
ing useful Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For a time-varying system (A, B, C) and a causal operator
P # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)), we have
1. For t>0 we have limsZt dL (s, t)=0.
2. For s0 we have, limtzs dL (s, t)=0.
3. For 0ss$<t$t we have dL (s$, t$)dL (s, t).
4. For t>0 there exist numbers 0={0<{1< } } } <{n&1<{n=t such
that dL({j , {j+1) &P&<
1
2, j # [0, ..., n&1].
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of dL (s, t). K
Definition 3.4. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system and let
P # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal. Then the origin of (6) is
called globally Lp-stable, if there exist numbers M3 , M4>0 such that for all
(t0 , x0) # [0, )_Kn we have
&x(t ; t0 , x0)&KnM3 &x0&Kn , tt0 ,
&x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0,  ; Kn)M4 &x0&Kn .
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The following proposition shows that in the situation considered in this
paper the concept of globally Lp-stability and output stability coincide.
Proposition 3.5. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system and let P #
L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal. Then the following statements
are equivalent
1. The origin of (6) is globally Lp-stable.
2. The origin of (6) is output stable, i.e., there exists a number M5>0
such that for all (t0 , x0) # [0, )_Kn we have
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0,  ; Kq)M5 &x0&Kn .
Proof.
1 O 2: Easy to see.
2 O 1: Since the evolution operator 8 is exponentially stable, there
exist constants M1 and |>0 such that
&8(t, s)&Me&|(t&s), ts0.
For (t0 , x0) # [0, )_Kn and tt0 we have
&x(t ; t0 , x0)&=&8(t, t0) x0+[Mt0(P(C( } ) x(t } ; t0 , x0))](t)&
Me&|(t&t0) &x0&+M1 &[P(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))]( } )&Lp(t0, t ; Km)
M &x0&+M1 &P& M5 &x0 & (using the output stability)
=M3 &x0&,
where M3 :=M+M1 &P& M5 . Moreover, for (t0 , x0) # Kn we get
&x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0,  ; Kn)
=&8( } , t0) x0+(Mt0(P(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))))( } )&Lp(t0,  ; Kn)
\|

t0
M pe&p|(t&t0) &x0& p dt+
1p
+&Mt0& &P& M5 &x0&
M4 &x0 &,
with M4 :=M( p|)1p+&M0& &P& M5 . K
We are now in the position to introduce the stability radius.
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Definition 3.6 Given a time-varying system (A, B, C) the (complex)
stability radius is defined by
rC (A ; B, C)=inf [&P& | P # L(Lp(0,  ; Cq), Lp(0,  ; Cm)), P causal,
and the origin of (6) is not globally Lp-stable].
If the time-varying system (A, B, C) consists of real matrix functions we
also take an interest in the (real) stability radius
rR (A ; B, C)=inf [&P& | P # L(Lp(0,  ; Rq), Lp(0,  ; Rm)), P causal,
and the origin of (6) is not globally Lp-stable].
It is easy to see that for real time-varying systems (A, B, C) we have
rC (A ; B, C)rR (A ; B, C).
4. A FORMULA FOR THE STABILITY RADIUS
This section is devoted to the development of a formula for the stability
radius. The main result of this article is as follows
Theorem 4.1. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system. Then we have
rK (A ; B, C)=sup
t00
&Lt0 &
&1.
The proof of this theorem will be given at the end of this section. As a
corollary we get that the real and complex stability coincide.
Corollary 4.2. Let (A, B, C) be a real time-varying system. Then we
have
rC (A ; B, C)=rR (A ; B, C).
First of all we will prove that the stability radius rK (A ; B, C) is larger
or equal to supt00 &Lt0 &
&1. This result is formulated in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system and P #
L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)), P causal, with
&P&<sup
t00
&Lt0 &
&1.
Then the origin of (6) is globally Lp-stable.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 it remains to prove that the origin of (6) is
output stable. Since &P&<supt00&Lt0 &
&1, there exists a number N>0
such that
&P& &LN&<1.
By Lemma 3.3 there exist constants 0={0<{1< } } } <{n=N such that
&P& dL ({j , {j+1)<1, j # [0, ..., n&1].
Set {n+1 :=. Let j # [0, ..., n] and (t0 , x0) # [{j , {j+1)_Kn. The equation
C(t) x(t ; t0 , x0)=C(t) 8(t, t0) x0+C(t) |
t
t0
8(t, \) B(\)
_P(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))(\) d\, tt0 ,
then implies the following estimate for s # (t0 , {j+1)
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0, s ; Kq)
&C( } ) 8( } , t0) x0 &Lp(t0 , s ; Kq)
+"C( } ) |
}
t0
8( } , \) B(\) P(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))(\) d\"Lp(t0 , s ; Kq)
M2 &x0&+dL (t0 , s) &P(C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))&Lp(t0 , s ; Km)
M2 &x0&+dL (t0 , {j+1) &P(?s[C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)])&Lp(t0 , s ; Km)
M2 &x0&+dL (t0 , {j+1) &P& &C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , s ; Kq) .
Thus we obtain
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , s ; Kq) (1&dL (t0 , {j+1) &P&)
&1 M2 &x0&
(1&dL ({j , {j+1) &P&)&1 M2 &x0 &
for every s # [t0 , {j+1), which proves that there exists a constant \~ j>0
independent of the initial data (t0 , x0) # [{j , {j+1)_Kn such that
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j+1; Kq)\~ j &x0 &, (t0 , x0) # [{j , {j+1)_K
n. (9)
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Using (8), for j # [0, ..., n] and (t0 , x0) # [0, {j)_Kn we get
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))&Lp({j , {j+1 ; Kq)
"C( } ) |
}
{j
8( } , \) B(\) P[?{j (C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0))](\) d\"Lp({j , {j+1; Kq)
+"C( } ) |
}
{j
8( } , \) B(\) P[C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)
&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))]{j (\) d\"Lp({j , {j+1 ; Kq)
dL ({j , {j+1) &P& &C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j ; Kq)
+dL ({j , {j+1) &P& &C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)
&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))&Lp({j , {j+1; Kq) ,
and thus
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))&Lp({j , {j+1 ; Kq)

dL ({j , {j+1) &P&
1&dL ({j , {j+1) &P&
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j ; Kq) . (10)
We now prove by induction over j:
For j # [0, ..., n] there exists a constant \j>0 such that for all (t0 , x0) #
[0, {j+1)_Kn we have
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j+1; Kq)\j &x0 &.
Clearly, M5 :=\n is the sought after constant. Using the calculations
above, the statement is true for j=0. Assume that the result is true for
j&1 # [0, ..., n&1] and let (t0 , x0) # [0, {j+1)_Kn. If t0 # [{j , {j+1), then
the calculation above implies
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j+1; Kq)\~ j &x0 &.
Using the statement for j&1, for all (t0 , x0) # [0, {j)_Kn we have
&x({j ; t0 , x0)&(M+M1 &P& \j&1) &x0&.
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Thus for every (t0 , x0) # [0, {j)_Kn we get
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j+1 ; Kq)
&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&Lp(t0 , {j ; Kq)
+&C( } ) x( } ; t0 , x0)&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))&Lp({j , {j+1; Kq)
+&C( } ) x( } ; {j , x({j ; t0 , x0))&Lp({j , {j+1; Kq)
_\j&1+ dL ({j , {j+1) &P&(1&dL ({j , {j+1) &P&) \j&1+\~ j (M+M1 &P& \j&1)& &x0 &.
This shows that the statement also hold for j. Thus the theorem is
proved. K
Remark 4.4. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system, P # L(Lp(0, ; Kq),
Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal and t>0. Then it can be proved in a similar way
as Theorem 4.3 is proved that there exists a constant \>0 such that
&x(s ; t0 , x0)&\ &x0&, x0 # Kn, 0t0st.
In order to prove that the stability radius is less or equal to
supt00 &Lt0 &
&1 we follow Shamma and Zhao [SZ93] and approximate the
operator L0 by causal operators with finite memory.
Definition 4.5. We say a causal operator Q # L(Lp(0,  ; Km),
Lp(0,  ; Kq)) has finite memory if there exists a function 9 : [0, ) 
[0, ) such that 9(t)t and (I&?9(t)) Q?t=0 for all t0. The function
9 is called the finite-memory function associated with Q.
This definition of finite memory states that inputs over a given finite
duration are forgotten. Moreover, this finite-memory property need not be
uniform in time, i.e., the difference 9(t)&t need not be uniformly bounded.
However, this definition is stronger than the definition of pointwise finite
memory in [SZ93]. The next lemma proves that the operator L0 can be
approximated by operators with finite memory.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a sequence of causal operators Qn #
L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)) with finite-memory such that
limn  &L0&Qn&L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq))=0.
Proof. First of all we choose $>0 and t # [0, ). Then we obtain for
u # Lp(0,  ; Km) and T>t
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(L0?tu)(T )=C(T) |
T
0
8(T, \) B(\)(?t u)(\) d\
=C(T) |
t
0
8(T, \) B(\) u(\) d\
=C(T) 8(T, t) |
t
0
8(t, \) B(\) u(\) d\
=C(T) 8(T, t)[(M0u)(t)].
Using the exponential stability of 8 there exists 9$(t)>t with
&8(9$(t), t)&Kn_n(M1 M2)&1 $.
The function 9$ : [0, )  [0, ) defined in this way has the properties
9$(t)>t for t # [0, ) and
&[(I&?9$(t)) L0?t](u)&Lp(0,  ; Kq)
=&(L0?t)(u)&Lp(9$(t),  ; Kq)
=&C( } ) 8( } , 9$(t)) 8(9$(t), t)(M0u)(t)&Lp(9$(t),  ; Kq)
M2 &8(9$(t), t)(M0u)(t)&
$ &u&Lp(0,  ; Km) ,
for every u # Lp(0,  ; Km). Now we construct for =>0 a causal
operator Q # L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)) with finite-memory such that
&L0&Q&L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq))<=. Choosing =>0 we define :n :=:n(=) :=
=( 12)
n+1. Moreover, suppose 9:n is the function defined above. Then we
choose a sequence (sn)n /[0, ) in the following way s0 :=0, sn+1 :=
9:n(sn)+1 for n # N0 and define the operator Q by
(Qu)(t) :={(L0 u)(t),[L0(I&?sn&1) u](t),
s0t<s1
snt<sn+1 for n # N
,
where u # Lp(0,  ; Km) and t # [0, ). It is easy to see that Q #
L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)) is causal and has finite memory. Further-
more the lemma follows from
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&L0u&Qu&Lp(0,  ; Kq)  :

j=0
&L0u&Qu&Lp(sj , sj+1; Kq)
 :

j=1
&L0?sj&1 u&Lp(sj , sj+1; Kq)
 :

j=1
&(I&?9:j&1(sj&1)) L0?sj&1 u&Lp(0,  ; Kq)
 :

j=1
:j&1 &u&Lp(0,  ; Km)== &u&Lp(0,  ; Km) . K
Thus the operator L0 can be approximate by causal, finite memory
operators Q # L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)). Such operators are called
operators with fading memory (see [SZ93]). The following three lemmas
will be useful. Lemma 4.7 shows an interesting existence result for
operators and Lemma 4.8 gives an useful result concerning causal, finite
memory operators (see also [SZ93]).
Lemma 4.7. Suppose f1 # Lp(0, ; Kq), f2 # Lp(0, ; Km) with supp f1
[T1 , T2] and supp f2 [T3 , T4], where 0T1<T2<T3<T4 . Then there
exists a causal operator P # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) with
 Pf1= f2 ,
 supp Pf[T3 , T4] for all f # Lp(0,  ; Kq),
 If f # Lp(0,  ; Kq) with supp f & [T1 , T2]=<, then Pf =0,
 &P&=& f2&& f1&.
Proof. Using the Theorems of HahnBanach there exists 4 #
Lp(T1 , T2 ; Kq)$ with &4&=1 and 4f1=& f1&. Then the operator (Pf )(t) :=
1& f1& f2(t) 4( f | [T1, T2]) satisfies the required statements. K
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that Q # L(Lp(0,  ; Km), Lp(0,  ; Kq)) is causal
and has finite memory. Let ;>supt0&QSt &&1. Then there exist an
operator P # L(Lp(0, ; Kq), Lp(0, ; Km)), functions f, g # Llocp (0, ; K
m)
and a natural number N0 such that
1. &P&<;, P is causal and P has finite memory,
2. f # Llocp (0, ; K
m)"Lp(0, ; Km) and
Qf # Llocp (0, ; K
q)"Lp(0, ; Kq),
3. supp g/[0, N0] and supp Qg/[0, N0],
4. P( y)(t)=0 for every t # [0, N0] and all y # Lp(0,  ; Km),
5. (I&PQ) f=g.
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Proof. Define : :=supt0&QSt&&1 and suppose 9 is the finite memory
function associated with Q. Thus &Q&inft0&QSt&=1:>1; and so
there exists a function f 0 # Lp(0,  ; Km) with & f 0 &=1 and &Qf 0 &>
(34)(1:)+(14)(1;). Choosing t1 # (0, ) in such a way that &{t1 Qf 0 &
(12)(1:)+(12)(1;), defining f0 :=1&?t1 f 0& ?t1 f 0 and N0 :=9(t1) we
obtain
& f0&=1, supp f0 [0, N0], supp Qf0 [0, N0]
and
&Qf0&>
1
2 \
1
:
+
1
;+ .
Using inft0 &QSt &&1>1;, is possible to find iterative sequences
(Nn)n # N0/[0, ) and ( fn)n # N0 /Lp(0,  ; K
m) such that
& fn&=1, Nn>Nn&1+1, supp fn , supp Qfn [Nn&1+1, Nn]
and
&Qfn&
1
2 \
1
:
+
1
;+ ,
where N&1 := &1. Now we define the function f # Llocp (0,  ; K
m) by
f := :

n=0
fn .
It is easy to see that the function f defined above satisfies f #
Llocp (0, ; K
m)"Lp(0, ; Km) and Qf # Llocp (0, ; K
q)"Lp(0, ; Kq). By the
previous lemma there exist causal operators Pn # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq),
Lp(0,  ; Km)), n # N0 , with
v Pn(Qfn)= fn+1 ,
v &Pn&(12(1:+1;))&1,
v supp Pnh[Nn+1, Nn+1] for all h # Lp(0,  ; Kq),
v if h # Lp(0, ; Kq) with supp h & [Nn&1+1, Nn]=< then Pnh=0.
Finally, we set
Ph := :

n=0
Pnh for h # Lp(0,  ; Kq) and g :=f0 .
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Thus P # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)), P causal, P has finite memory,
&P&<; and
(I&PQ) f= :

n=0
[ fn&PQfn]= :

n=0
[ fn&PnQfn]= f0= g.
Furthermore, supp g=supp f0 /[0, N0], supp Qg=supp Qf0 /[0, N0]
and for every t # [0, N0] and all y # Lp(0,  ; Km) we have P( y)(t)=0.
This completes the proof. K
Lemma 4.9. Let (A, B, C) be a time-varying system, P # L(Lp(0, ;
Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) be causal, t>0 and x0 # Lp(0, t ; Kn). Then the function
x, defined by
x(\) :=x(t ; \, x0(\)), \ # [0, t],
satisfies x # Lp(0, t ; Kn).
Proof.
1. We first prove that
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , t ; Kq)  0
as \2z\1 or \1Z\2
holds for every z # Kn.
We choose z # Kn and numbers 0={0<{1< } } } <{n&1<{n=t such
that
dL ({j , {j+1) &P&< 12 , j # [0, ..., n&1]
(see Lemma 3.3). Let j # [0, ..., n&1] and {j\1<\2{j+1 be arbitrarily.
Then for k # [ j+1, ..., n&1] the calculation
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp({k , {k+1; Kq)
&C( } ) 8( } , \1) z&C( } ) 8( } , \2) z&Lp({k , {k+1 ; Kq)
+dL ({k , {k+1) &P& &[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)
&C( } ) ( } ; \2 , z)]\2 &Lp(\2 , {k+1 ; Kq)
+dL ({k , {k+1) &P& &C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&Lp(\1, \2 ; Kq)
M2 &8({k , \2)& &8(\2 , \2) z&z&
+ 12&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)]\2 &Lp(\2 , {k+1; Kq)
+ 12&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)]\2 &Lp(\1, \2 ; Kq)
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implies
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp({k , {k+1; Kq)
2M2M &8(\2 , \1) z&z&+&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)]\2 &Lp(\1 , \2 ; Kq)
+&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , {k ; Kq) .
In a similar way it can be proved that
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , {j+1; Kq)
2M2 &8(\2 , \1) z&z&+&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)]\2 &Lp(\1 , \2 ; Kq) .
This implies
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , t ; Kq)
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , {j+1; Kq)
+ :
n&1
k= j+1
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp({k , {k+1; Kq)

(n& j)(n& j+1)
2
[2M2M &8(\2 , \1) z&z&
+&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)]\2 &Lp(\1, \2 , Kq)]

n(n+1)
2
[2M2M &8(\2 , \1) z&z&
+&[C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)]\2 &Lp(\1, \2 ; Kq)]. (11)
A similar calculation shows
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&Lp(\1 , \2 ; Kq) 2 &C( } ) 8( } , \1) z&Lp(\1 , \2 ; Kq)
2 &C& M
1
( p|)1p
(1&e&p|(\2&\1))12 &z&.
(12)
Thus it follows from (11) and (12) that
&C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , t ; Kq)
n(n+1) _M2 M &8(\2 , \1) z&z&
+&C& M
1
( p|)1p
(1&e&p|(\2&\1))12 &z&&
 0 as \2 z\1 or \1Z\2 .
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2. We now prove that xz , z # Kn, defined by
xz(\) :=x(t ; \, z), \ # [0, t],
is continuous. Let 0\1<\2t. Then we have
&xz(\1)&xz(\2)&
&8(t, \1) z&8(t, \2) z&
+&[M\1 P(?\2(C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)))](t)&
+&[M\2 P(C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z))](t)&
&8(t, \2)& &8(\2 , \1) z&z&
+M1 &P& &C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&Lp(\1, \2, Kq)
+M1 &P& &C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2 , t ; Kq)

(12)
M &8(\2 , \1) z&z&
+2M1 &P& &C& M
1
( p|)1p
(1&e&p|(\2&\1))1p &z&
+M1 &P& &C( } ) x( } ; \1 , z)&C( } ) x( } ; \2 , z)&Lp(\2, t ; Kq)
 0 as \2 z\1 or \1 Z\2 , using part 1.
3. We now will prove that the function x is measurable. Since the
function x0 is measurable, there exists a sequence of simple functions !n on
[0, t] such that
!n(\)  x0(\) as n  , \ # [0, t].
By Remark 4.4 there exists a constant }>0 such that
&x(t ; \, !n(\))&x(t ; \, x0(\))&} &!n(\)&x0(\)&, \ # [0, t], (13)
and thus
x(t ; \, !n(\))  x(t ; \, x0(\)) as n  , \ # [0, t].
Using part 2 it can easily be shown that x(t ; \, !(\)) is measurable and this
implies the measurability of x.
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4. From the inequality
|
t
0
&x(t ; \, x0(\))& p d\ 
(13)
} p |
t
0
&x0(\)& p d\<
follows x # Lp(0, t ; Kn). K
Now we are ready to prove that the stability radius is less or equal to
supt0 &Lt&&1.
Theorem 4.10. For every :>supt0&Lt&&1=supt0&L0St&&1 there
exists a causal operator P # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)) with &P&<:,
such that the origin of (6) is not globally Lp-stable.
Proof. First of all, we choose a number ; with :>;>supt0 &L0 St &&1.
By Lemma 4.6 there exists a sequence (Qn)n /L(Lp(0,  ; Km),
Lp(0,  ; Kq)), where every Qn is causal and has finite memory, such that
&L0&Qn & ww
n   0. Clearly, the sequence (Qn Ss)n converges to L0Ss for n
tending to  uniformly in s. Thus there exists a number N1 # N such that
sups0 &Qn Ss&&1<; for nN1 . Moreover, we are able to find N2N1
such that &Qn&L0&<1; for every nN2 . Now the Lemma 4.8 implies
the existence of operators Pn # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km)), functions
fn , gn # Llocp (0,  ; K
m) and natural numbers N0, n , nN1 , such that for
every nN1 15 of Lemma 4.8 are satisfied. Thus
(I&(Qn&L0) Pn)&1= :

k=0
((Qn&L0) Pn)k # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq)) (14)
for nN2 . Furthermore, there is a number NN2 such that
P :=PN(I&(QN&L0) PN)&1 # L(Lp(0,  ; Kq), Lp(0,  ; Km))
satisfies &P&<:. Since PN is causal and PN has finite memory, it is easy to
see that P is causal and P has finite memory as well. Moreover, it follows
easily that
P( y)(t)=0 for t # [0, N0, N] and u # Lp(0,  ; Km). (15)
We now define
y~ :=(I&(QN&L0) PN) QN fN .
Using that QN fN # Llocp (0, ; K
q)"Lp(0, ; K
q) and that (I&(QN&L0) PN)
is invertible in L(Lp(0,  ; Kq)) we get y~ # Llocp (0,  ; K
q)"Lp(0,  ; Kq)
and by 5 of Lemma 4.8 we obtain
(I&L0P) y~ =(I&QN PN) QN fN=QN gN . (16)
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Note, that for every u # Llocp (0,  ; K
m) and tt0 we have
(L0u)(t)=(L0?t0 u)(t)+(Lt0 u)(t). (17)
Defining
f :=y~ | [0, N0, N) and y :=y~ | [N0, N, ) ,
for tN0 :=N0, N we have
y(t)= y~ (t)=(L0Py~ )(t)+(QN gN)(t) (using (16))
=(LN0 Py~ )(t)+(L0?N0Py~ )(t) (using (17) and 3 of Lemma 4.8)
=(LN0 Pf )(t)+C(t) |
t
N0
8(t, \) B(\) P( y)(\) d\ (using (15)).
By Lemma 4.9 and Lebesques theorem we get that z, defined by
z(t)=C(t) |
t
N0
x(t ; \, B(\) P( f )(\)) d\,
satisfies z # Llocp (N0 ,  ; K
q). Moreover, for tN0 the function z satisfies
z(t)=C(t) |
t
N0
x(t; \, B(\) P( f )(\)) d\
=C(t) |
t
N0 _8(t, \) B(\) P( f )(\)
+|
t
\
8(t, {) B({) P(C( } ) x( } ; \, B(\) P( f )(\)))({) d{& d\
=(LN0 Pf )(t)+C(t) |
t
N0
|
{
N0
8(t, {) B({)
_P(C( } ) x( } ; \, B(\) P( f )(\)))({) d\ d{
=(LN0 Pf )(t)+C(t) |
t
N0
8(t, {) B({)
_P \C( } ) |
{
N0
x( } ; \, B(\) P( f )(\))+ ({) d\ d{
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=(LN0 Pf )(t)+C(t) |
t
N0
8(t, {) B({)
_P \C( } ) |
}
N0
x( } ; \, B(\) P( f )(\))+ ({) d\ d{
(using P causal and x(t ; s, x0)=0 if t<s)
=(LN0 Pf )(t)+C(t) |
t
N0
8(t, {) B({) P(z)({) d\ d{.
Thus xy(t) :=(MN0Pf )(t)+(MN0Py)(t) and xz(t) :=(MN0Pf )(t)+(MN0Pz)(t)
are both solutions of
x(t) :=(MN0 Pf )(t)+|
t
N0
8(t, {) B({) P(C( } ) x( } ))({) d{. (18)
Similar to Proposition 3.2 it could be proved that (18) has a unique solu-
tion. Thus xy=xz , which means that the unique solution xf of (18) satisfies
C(t) xf (t) :=C(t) |
t
N0
x(t ; \, B(\) P( f )(\)) d\, tN0 ,
C( } ) xf ( } ) # Llocp (N0 ,  ; K
q)"Lp(N0 ,  ; Kq).
We now assume that the origin of (6) is globally Lp-stable. This would
imply
&C( } ) xf ( } )&Lp(N0,  ; Kq)
=_|

N0 "C(t) |
t
N0
x(t ; \, B(\) P( f )(\)) d\"
p
dt&
1p
&C& _|

N0 \|
t
N0
&x(t ; \, B(\) P( f )(\))& d\+
p
dt&
1p
&C& |

N0 \|

\
&x(t ; \, B(\) P( f )(\))& p dt+
1p
d\
(using the Minkowski inequality)
&C& M4 |

N0
&B(\) P( f )(\)& d\
&C& M4 &B& |

N0
&P( f )(\)& d\
<,
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using that P( f ) has compact support and P( f ) # Lp(0,  ; Km). This is in
contradiction to C( } ) xf ( } ) # Llocp (N0 ,  ; K
q)"Lp(N0 ,  ; Kq). Thus the
origin of (6) is not globally Lp-stable. K
Finally, we are able to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and
Theorem 4.10. K
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